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INTRODUCTION
Oscillating Wave Surge Converters (OWSCs) are bottom hinged flap type wave power devices that couple with the amplified surge motion of
water particles in the near shore region. The project objective is to conduct a series of physical experiments which will evaluate the terms of
the OWSC’s equation of motion (1) with a view to improving the understanding of the hydrodynamic processes that govern its behaviour.
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Wave tank tests investigated the processes that influence wave excitation on an OWSC. The

Excitation torque measured
in different period waves

results were compared with values calculated by two boundary element method (BEM) codes,
the industry standard WAMIT and the recently released open source Nemoh (see perimeter
plots). Experimental results showed both codes to approximate wave excitation torque well

but also highlighted scenarios in which the codes’ linear wave theory broke down. Differences
between BEM code and experimental results occurred when the OWSC ’s top edge was near to
the water’s surface and when in the presence of either long or steep waves.

FURTHER WORK
Work on the development of a force feedback dynamometer is nearing completion with
testing expected to start in mid December 2014. The force feedback dynamometer will be used
to perform forced oscillation and buoyancy simulation tests.

These tests will provide

information about OWSC radiation force, nonlinear damping and the restoring torque terms.
Excitation torque measured at different OWSC pitch angles
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